EDITORIAL
Now nearing its fifteenth year of existence, EBHR goes to show that
imagining an editorship rotating between Germany, Britain and France
was not such a silly idea after all. Though all collaboration and technical
tasks are now running smoothly enough, the bulletin still suffers from an
irregular volume of subscriptions. Delays in subscription renewals compel
us to “juggle” with our finances. We are therefore taking this opportunity
to kindly request our former subscribers to check the status of their
subscription. May we also appeal to regular readers to subscribe so that
we can guarantee the future of our bulletin. We would like to remind
everyone that EBHR does not benefit from any funding other than
subscriptions and that these rates are kept to the lowest possible.
We have decided that issue 31 will be a double issue with a single
number. Therefore, this will not affect its price, nor the number of issues
sent to subscribers, nor the publication of a second issue next autumn.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the publication of two double issues
over the last three years had caused a gap and the problem had to be
solved. Secondly, this issue includes an article which is particularly long
and which could only be published as a single piece. It is exceptional for
the bulletin to accept texts of such length, and this was done only by
taking into account the very peculiar nature of the data offered.
We would like to renew our appeal for contributions, especially among
young researchers, for whom we would be very proud indeed to offer an
opportunity to bring their findings and thoughts to the public eye.
Let us finally dedicate this issue to the memory of our colleague and
friend Karen Lunström-Baudais. We will never forget her passionate and
exceptionally rigorous fieldwork reports. Her demise is a great loss for
Himalayan Studies.
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